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Has   The   Video   Interop   Cold   War   Ended?  
By   Dave   Michels,   December   2019  

1. Video   Interop   Coming   to   a   Room   Near   You  
1. A   funny   thing   happened   last   month:   Three   of   the   largest   video   providers   in   the   industry   made  

coordinated   announcements   regarding   video   interoperability   during   Microso�   Ignite   2019.   
2. Essen�ally,   the   video   interop   cold   war   ended.   Suddenly,   Cisco   and   Microso�,   and   separately,  

Microso�   and   Zoom   called   a   truce.   
3. The   mo�va�on   appears   to   be   mee�ng   room   system   sales,   a   high-growth   area   for   all   three  

companies.   The   web   browser   has   made   it   simple   for   desktop/mobile   users   to   switch   video  
frameworks,   but   room   systems   are   mostly   associated   with   specific   ecosystems.   

4. Lack   of   interoperability   is   likely   preven�ng   some   from   inves�ng   in   new   room   systems.   
5. A   deriva�ve   of    Metcalfe’s   Law    suggests   a   room   system’s   value   is   propor�onal   to   the   square   of   the  

number   of   poten�al   users   it   can   reach.   
6. “Truce”   is   a   bit   of   an   exaggera�on.   Most   video   vendors   have   supported   some   degree   of   interop,   with  

the   major   excep�on   being   Microso�   Teams.   
7. Not   only   is   Microso�   now   embracing   direct   and   na�ve   video   interoperability,   but   it   is   doing   so   with  

WebRTC   —   a   video   standard   that   was   never   supported   in   Skype   for   Business   (SfB).  
8. The   big   announcements   in   November   address   room   system   interoperability,   and   the   truce   takes  

different   shapes   and   forms   depending   on   several   factors.  

2. Video   Interop   Background  
1. The   video   conferencing   experience   has   always   been   the   most   robust   within   a   single   vendor’s  

framework.   Here,   the   vendors   are   able   to   provide   advanced,   end-to-end   features   that   leverage   both  
so�ware   and   hardware.   

2. There   are   different   levels   of   interoperability   to   consider   such   as   clients,   rooms,   devices,   and   various  
surround   services   such   as   file   transfer,   chat,   and   scheduling.   Standards-based   interop   is   largely   about  
connec�ng   systems,   not   users.   Interop   concerns   can   be   bypassed   with   general   compu�ng   devices  
(desktops,   mobile)   that   can   easily   add   mul�ple   clients.   

3. There   have   been   waves   of   interoperable   efforts,   but   nothing   new   for   the   past   decade   or   so.   
a) I   will   start   with   H.323   (which   came   a�er   H.320).   Originally   specified   in   the   late   ‘90s,    the   H.323  

ITU   standard   addressed   call   signaling   and   control,   mul�media   transport   and   control,   and  
bandwidth   control   for   point-to-point   and   mul�-point   conferences.   It   was   gaining   momentum,  
but   the   newly   emerging   IP-centric   SIP   became   preferable.   

b) Like   H.323,   SIP   too   was   designed   for   both   voice   and   video.    SIP   is   used   for   signaling   and  
controlling   mul�media   communica�on   sessions   in   applica�ons   of   Internet   telephony   for   voice  
and   video   calls,   in   private   IP   telephone   systems,   in   instant   messaging   over   Internet   Protocol   (IP)  
networks,   and   in   mobile   phone   calling   over   LTE   (VoLTE).   Many   vendors   leverage   SIP   in  
proprietary   ways.   

c) The   third   wave   of   video   interop   was   accomplished   with   the   browser   and   web   links.   The   web  
browser   emerged   as   a   universal   client   that   eliminated   the   need   for   so�ware   downloads.  
WebRTC,   a   standards-based   and   open-source   standard,   was   a   key   enabler.   
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4. WebRTC   has   been   in   development   for   about   a   decade   as   a   universal   open-source   standard   for   voice  
and   video.   Its   adop�on   was   slow,   as   not   all   vendors   or   browsers   supported   it.   Microso�   and   Apple  
were   late   adopters.   Today,   most   of   the   barriers   limi�ng   WebRTC   are   gone,   and   the   technology   is  
becoming   widely   embraced.   Every   PC,   tablet,   smartphone,   and   many   other   devices   (cars)   are  
WebRTC   ready.   

5. Although   customers   could   own   their   own   gateways,   cloud-delivered   gateway   services   have   emerged  
as   the   primary   path   of   video   system   interoperability.   Major   vendors   in   this   space   include   Acano  
(acquired   by   Cisco   in   2017),   BlueJeans,   and   Pexip.   

6. The   web   client   has   emerged   as   a   near-universal   solu�on   for   end-user   video   interop.   Any   user   can   join  
most   video   conferencing   services   with   just   a   browser   as   a   na�ve/direct   user   (no   gateway).   However,  
room   system   interop   is   s�ll   usually   done   via   SIP   or   H.323   through   a   gateway.   

7. There   are   two   types   of   room   systems.   User-based   systems   are   USB   devices   that   typically   work   with   a  
user’s   laptop.   Complete   systems   are   generally   associated   with   a   single   vendor’s   video   network.   

3. Video   Interop   2019  
1. As   of   today,   video   interop   is   reasonably   common,   and   cloud-delivered   services   are   making   it   easier.  

Microso�   Teams   is   the   only   major   pla�orm   without   any   built-in   video   interop   capabili�es.   
2. The   web   browser,   led   by   Chrome,   has   become   a   universal   client   for   most   video   conferencing   solu�ons.  

This   is   a   rela�vely   recent   develop,   that’s   been   building   for   several   years   now.   
3. Video   interoperability   remains   limited,   manual,   and   overly   complex.   The   standards   provide   a   lowest  

common   denominator   approach,   thus   are   unable   to   leverage   advanced   and   proprietary   features.   
4. Room   systems   are   �ed   to   one   system   with   the   excep�on   being   rooms   that   use   USB   peripherials  

a�ached   to   a   user’s   laptop.   
a) Cisco   offers   H.323   and   SIP   interoperability   as   standard   features.   
b) Microso�   Teams   has   no   built-in   video   interoperability   capabili�es,   but   does   qualify/approve  

third-party   gateway   services   known   as    cloud   video   interop   (CVI) .   
c) Zoom   Rooms   include   the   ability   to   place   tradi�onal   SIP/H.323   calls.   Addi�onally,   an   op�onal  

Zoom   Connector   (included   in   some   plans)   offers   the   ability   to   invite   SIP/   H.323   rooms   into   Zoom  
Mee�ngs.   

5. Interoperability   is   mostly   contained   to   in-mee�ng   services.   Many   room   systems   are   increasingly   used  
for   services,   such   as   digital   signage   and   room   analy�cs   (such   as   person   count)   during   idle   �mes.   As  
rooms   become   more   versa�le,   the   need   for   interop   at   all   �mes   will   emerge.    There   is   currently   no  
interop   for   devices   during   non-mee�ng   �mes.   

6. CVI   is   an    op�onal   and   billable   gateway   service   for   MS   Teams   users.   The   first   to   offer   it   was   Poly  
(2018),   soon   followed   by   BlueJeans   and   Pexip.   All   three   services   are   hosted   on   Microso�   Azure   and  
easily   integrated   with   MS   Teams   via   a   click-to-implement   app   store.   

7. These   CVI   services   work   with   scheduled   mee�ngs   only.   All   users   connect   to   the   premises-based   or  
hosted   gateway   service.   Direct/na�ve   users   (not   rooms)   can   connect   via   a   browser   (without   a  
gateway).   
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4. What   Cisco   Announced   
1. The   following   are   key   quotes   from   Cisco’s   coordinated   November   2019    blog   post   by   Sri   Srinivasan :   

a) Microso�   and   Cisco   are   announcing   a   partnership   that   enables   Cisco’s   Webex   video   devices   to  
connect   to   the   Microso�   Teams   mee�ng   services   in   mul�ple   ways.   First,   Cisco   Webex   will   introduce  
an   interop   solu�on   that   will   be   cer�fied   as   a   Microso�   Cloud   Video   Interop   (CVI)   offering   to   allow  
Cisco   Webex   Room   devices   and   SIP   video   conferencing   devices   to   join   Microso�   Teams   mee�ngs  
with   a   reliable   interop   experience .   

b) Cisco   and   Microso�   are   working   together   on   a   new   approach   that   enables   a   direct   guest   join  
capability   from   one   another’s   video   conferencing   device   to   their   respec�ve   mee�ng   service   web  
app   (WebRTC   based)   –   ability   to   join   a   Microso�   Teams   mee�ng   from   a   Webex   Room   Device   and  
the   ability   to   join   a   Cisco   Webex   Mee�ng   from   a   Microso�   Teams   Room .  

2. The   announcement   has   three   major   components:   
a) A   new   gateway   solu�on   where   Microso�   approves   Cisco   as   a   new   CVI   partner.   
b) Cisco   will   create,   and   Microso�   will   support,   a   Cisco   na�ve   client   for   Microso�   Teams   Rooms.   
c) Microso�   will   create,   and   Cisco   will   support,   an   MS   Teams   na�ve   client   for   Cisco   Room   systems.   

3. The   new   gateway   approach   is   a   Cisco-hosted   qualified   cloud   video   interop   (CVI)   solu�on   to   facilitate  
interoperability   between   MS   Teams   and   Webex.   Like   other   CVI   services,   it   will   run   on   Azure   (at   least   in  
part)   and   be   available   to   MS   Teams   customers   as   an   op�onal   and   billable   service.   

4. The   new   web   app   approach   leverages   modern   room   system   hardware   and   web   technologies.   These  
systems   can   run   a   web   client,   and   each   vendor   has   commi�ed   to   crea�ng   and   op�mizing   a   web   client  
for   the   other   vendor’s   hardware.   This   is   not   a   gateway   approach.   The   room   system   will   be   able   to  
na�vely   join/par�cipate   in   the   other   vendor’s   mee�ngs   as   a   fully   supported,   na�ve   endpoint.   

5. The   technology   and   concept   are   by   no   means   limited   to   just   Microso�   and   Cisco.   Cisco   directly   stated  
that   other   clients   are   coming,   and   Microso�   already   announced   a   similar   model   with   Zoom.   

6. As   many   vendors   embrace   WebRTC,   room   systems   are   increasingly   using   WebRTC   APIs.   
7. The   CVI   solu�on   for   MS   Teams   to   Webex   Cloud   will   come   first   in   2020,   followed   by   an   integra�on   that  

works   with   Cisco’s   premises-based   Mee�ng   Server.   The   services   will   require   authoriza�on   from   the  
Webex   administrator   via   the   Cisco   Webex   Control   Hub   (as   well   as   with   the   admin   se�ngs   on   Microso�  
Teams).   

5. What   Microso�   Announced  
1. The   following   are   key   quotes   from   Microso�’s   coordinated    blog   post   by   Lan   Ye :   

a) Microso�   and   Cisco   are   announcing   a   partnership   to   work   together   to   simplify   the   interoperability  
between   Microso�   Teams   Rooms   and   Phone   System   with   Cisco   Webex   Room   devices .  

b) Cisco   Webex   will   introduce   an   interop   solu�on   that   will   be   cer�fied   as   a   Microso�   Cloud   Video  
Interop   (CVI)   solu�on.   This   offer   will   allow   Cisco   Webex   Room   devices   and   SIP   video   conferencing  
devices   to   join   Microso�   Teams   mee�ngs   with   a   reliable   interop   experience .   

c) Cisco   and   Microso�   are   working   together   on   a   new   approach   that   enables   mee�ng   room   devices   to  
connect   to   mee�ng   services   from   other   vendors   via   embedded   web   technologies.   Microso�   and  
Cisco   will   be   enabling   a   direct   guest   join   capability   from   their   respec�ve   video   conferencing   device  
to   the   web   app   for   the   video   mee�ng   service .   
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d) Today   we   are   excited   to   share   that   Cisco   has   joined   our   cer�fica�on   program   for   Session   Border  
Controllers.   Customers   who   already   have   a   telecom   provider   and   use   Cisco   SBCs   will   soon   be   able   to  
deploy   Direct   Rou�ng   for   dial   tone   in   Teams   without   replacing   infrastructure .  

2. Microso�   presented   at   Ignite   2019   that   it   worked   with   Zoom   to   enable   a   direct   guest   join   capability  
from   Zoom   Rooms   to   Teams.   

3. This   is   the   first   �me   Microso�   has   directly/na�vely   supported   any   form   of   video   interop   for   Microso�  
Teams.   

6. What   Zoom   Announced   
1. The   following   are   key   quotes   from   Zoom’s   coordinated    blog   post   by   Simon   Booth :   

a) Zoom   and   Microso�   have   worked   together   to   enhance   conference   room   interoperability   and  
simplify   how   you   connect   to   third-party   mee�ngs .   

b) Available   in   early   2020,   Zoom   Rooms   will   be   able   to   join   Microso�   Teams   mee�ngs,   and   Microso�  
Teams   Rooms   will   be   able   to   join   Zoom   mee�ngs,   all   without   the   purchase   of   addi�onal   licenses   or  
third-party   services .  

2. Microso�   demonstrated   this   at   Ignite,   and   included   it   in   its   Ignite   recaps.   Microso�   did   not   do   a   blog  
post   or   press   release   that   included   Zoom.   

3. Zoom   makes   reference   to   a   “modern   web   app-based   approach.”   This   is   not   the   same   as   WebRTC.   Zoom  
used   Web   Assembly   and   Javascript   to   create   a   browser   client   that   does   not   u�lize   WebRTC   or  
downloads.   

4. When   a   Zoom   Room   joins   a   Microso�   Teams   conference,   it   will   be   using   the   Microso�   Web   client  
controlled   through   the   Zoom   Room   Controller.   

5. When   a   Microso�   Teams   room   joins   a   Zoom   conference,   it   will   be   using   a   Zoom-provided   web   client  
delivered   via   WebAssembly   (not   WebRTC)   that   runs   Zoom’s   na�ve   video   engine.   

6. Zoom   and   Microso�   are   each   using   the   others’   engine   to   join   the   others’   mee�ng.   
7. This   MS-Zoom   video   interoperability   will   be   free,   and   available   without   the   purchase   of   addi�onal  

licenses   or   third-party   services.  

7. Dave’s   Thoughts  
General  

1. Microso�   and   Cisco   have   a   complex   rela�onship   described   simply   as   “coope�tors.”   So�ware   and  
networking   go   together   like   a   horse   and   carriage,   however,   Microso�   Teams   (and   its   op�onal   services)  
squarely   compete   with   Webex   (Teams,   Mee�ngs,   Calling).   

2. There   is   very   li�le   need   for   enterprises   to   adopt   collabora�ve   solu�ons   from   both   Microso�   and   Cisco  
(and   Zoom),   so   coordinated   announcements   of   compa�bility   are   rare.   All   of   these   applica�ons   provide  
cloud-delivered   workstream   messaging   or   team   chat,   audio   and   video   conferencing   services,   PSTN  
services,   and   related   solu�ons   for   endpoints.   

3. There   are   several   factors   making   this   interoperability   possible.   Video   solu�ons   are   now  
so�ware-powered   and   use   improved   standards,   par�cularly   WebRTC.   The   hardware-based   era   made  
things   more   difficult,   and   Microso�’s   move   to   adopt   Chromium   (and   end   the   browser   wars)   has   made  
video   more   interoperable.   

4. Google,   though   silent   and   evidently   excluded   from   the   interoperability   announcements,   was   really   the  
big   enabler.   It   controls   Chromium,   which   is   the   underlying   technology   for   a   universal   browser   client.   It  
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also   controls   Android   (and   indirectly   its   derived   opera�ng   system   siblings),   which   is   emerging   as   the  
preferred   room   system   opera�ng   system   (for   all   three   vendors).   Also,   Google   effec�vely   ini�ated  
WebRTC   and   open-source   video   technologies.   

5. Tradi�onally,   room   systems   have   been   built-for-purpose   appliances   —   custom   hardware   and   DSPs   �ed  
to   a   specific   app.   The   reality   is   most   modern   room   systems   today   are   built   on   general-purpose  
hardware.   Just   as   a   PC   can   run   mul�ple   apps,   so   can   the   processors   on   most   room   systems.   In   other  
words,   even   new   appliances   are   now   able   to   be   repurposed   for   use   with   other   ecosystems.   

6. The   CVI   news   is   interes�ng,   but   the   real   story   is   the   web-enabled   apps   because   they   are   driving   na�ve  
(no   gateway)   interoperability.  

7. The   web   apps   that   Cisco,   Microso�,   and   Zoom   are   customizing   are   similar   to   the   exis�ng   web   clients  
they   already   offer.   The   current   apps   are   designed   for   people,   not   rooms.   The   revised   apps   will   have  
fewer   prompts   and   a   security   model   designed   for   room   administrators.   

8. As   Cisco   produces   its   own   endpoints,   its   CVI   is   expected   to   have   a   higher-level   integra�on   with   MS  
Teams   than   exis�ng   standards-based   alterna�ves.   For   example,   Cisco   can   display   an   MS   Teams  
mee�ng   roster   on   its   Touch   10   controller,   and   it   has   increased   control   over   two   displays.   

9. Cisco   and   Microso�   (and   most   video   companies)   strongly   support   the   broader   Microso�   ecosystem  
(Exchange/Outlook,   OneDrive,   Azure   Ac�ve   Directory,   etc.).   Na�ve   video   interop   will   be   a   major  
addi�on   in   2020.   

10. Room   systems   are   another   varia�on   on   the   so�ware   vs.   hardware   challenge.   Microso�   has   historically  
done   well   focusing   on   so�ware.   It   dabbles   in   hardware   (Surface   Hub),   but   primarily   works   with  
independent   hardware   vendors   for   its   video   rooms.   Zoom   is   following   a   similar   path,   now   dabbling   in  
hardware   with   Neat.   Cisco   follows   the   Apple   playbook,   and   differen�ates   with   �ghtly   integrated  
hardware   and   so�ware.   

11. These   announcements   are   cloud-interoperability.   The   magic   is   enabled   in   the   cloud.   
Other   Vendors   

12. The   truce   here   will   make   room   solu�ons   from   Cisco,   Microso�,   and   Zoom   more   a�rac�ve   as   they   can  
na�vely   work   with   more   systems.   This   will   put   more   pressure   on   other   room   system   vendors   such   as  
Dolby,   Lifesize,   Poly,   and   StarLeaf.   

13. Cisco   and   Microso�   will   benefit   the   most   as   their   systems   will   have   the   largest   network   of  
compa�ble   systems   and   users.   Cisco   will   benefit   the   most   in   terms   of   room   system   revenue.   

14. Pexip,   BlueJeans,   and   vendors   that   specialize   in   interop   will   be   under   increased   pressure   as   the   major  
video   vendors   embrace   interop   without   a   gateway.   

15. The   USB   device   vendors,   such   as   Logitech,   are   indirectly   impacted   by   these   announcements.   A   key  
benefit   of   USB   solu�ons   is   their   ability   to   work   with   mul�ple   systems.   Now,   compute-integrated  
room   systems   can   do   the   same.   

16. These   new,   all-in-one,   room   system   bars,   such   as   Poly   X   Series,   Neat,   and   Cisco   Room   Kit   Mini   will  
receive   a   boost.   They   are   low-cost,   integrated   solu�ons   with   greater   versa�lity.   

17. With   greater   interoperability,   we   may   have   a   �de-that-raises-all-ships   scenario.   All   related   room  
system   vendors   will   benefit   from   increased   versa�lity.   

WebRTC  
18. We   have   already   seen   how   the   browser   has   revolu�onized   video   mee�ngs   for   desktop   users.   The  

browser   makes   every   desktop   (and   some   mobile   devices)   a   poten�al   video   endpoint.   WebRTC   has  
significantly   simplified   this   process.   Now,   this   same   concept   is   coming   to   room   systems.   
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19. WebRTC   took   much   longer   to   arrive,   but   be�er   late   than   never.   WebRTC   is   now   delivering   (a   few   years  
behind   expecta�ons)   on   both   interoperability   and   client-less   video   conferencing.   However,   Zoom   has  
found   a   way   to   accomplish   this   despite   not   using   WebRTC   video..  

20. Zoom,   ci�ng   quality   and   performance   control,   does   not   use   WebRTC.   Instead,   Zoom   relies   on   HTML5,  
Web   Assembly,   WebSockets,   and   Javascript   for   its   web   app.   A   few   benefits   to   Zoom’s   approach   include  
support   for   more   codecs   than   WebRTC,   the   same   encoders   as   the   na�ve   client   (no   transcoding),   and  
less   interference   from   firewalls.   

21. Despite   not   using   WebRTC,   Zoom   is   able   to   create   a   browser-based   experience   without   downloads.  
WebRTC   is   a   democra�zer,   but   Zoom   has   the   capability   to   build   its   own   solu�on.   

22. Zoom’s   web   client   leverages   the   codecs   and   adap�ve   networking   from   its   proprietary   applica�on.   It  
leverages   standard   web   technologies   for   UI   elements,   permissions,   and   other   services.   

23. WebRTC   is   not   finished.   Commi�ees   are   working   on   a   Next   Version   (WebRTC   NV).   New   capabili�es  
being   discussed   include   enabling   use   of   ML   capabili�es,   be�er   support   for   media   servers,   improved   file  
sharing   capabili�es,   and   virtual   reality   capabili�es.   

24. WebRTC   is   na�ve   in   Chromium,   and   can   be   added   to   Android   and   iOS   mobile   opera�ng   systems.   
The   Big   Ques�ons  

25. So   far,   we   have   some   very   intriguing   announcements.   The   vendors   have   all   agreed   to   near-term  
deliverables,   but   nothing   is   available   now   (GA   or   trial).    Will   it   happen?   Will   it   work?   

26. The   interop   announcements,   so   far,   are   new   commitments   that   these   firms   will   work   together.    Will  
the   vendor’s   account   teams   and   channel   partners   embrace   the   partnerships?   

27. Who   makes   the   be�er   room   system   for   vendor   X?   Vendor   X,   Y,   or   Z?    It   doesn’t   take   a   lot   of  
imagina�on   for   the   Cisco   salesforce   to   present   to   CIOs   at   Microso�   and   Zoom   accounts   why   Cisco  
Room   Systems   are   be�er   for   Microso�   Teams   mee�ng   rooms.   

28. Does   WebRTC   ma�er?    I   am   not   the   only   one   that   put   a   lot   of   importance   on   WebRTC   for   both  
accessibility   and   interop.   Yet,   Zoom   seems   to   be   doing   well   (with   financial   and   growth   metrics   as   well  
as   interop)   without   fully   embracing   WebRTC.   

29. This   was   a   big   move   from   Microso�   which   has   a   history   of   closed/proprietary   video.   It   has   now  
embraced   its   two   largest   video   compe�tors.    Will   this   spirit   of   openness   regarding   video   extend   to  
more   vendors?     And,   if   so,    will   it   be   truly   open   or   its   more   common   approach   of   qualifica�on  
(invita�on-only,   and   fee-based)?   

30. Will   this   spirit   of   interoperability   extend   to   team   chat?    The   same   products   (MS   Teams,   Webex  
Teams,   and   Zoom)   all   offer   non-interoperable   team   messaging.   

31. What   is   interoperable   video?    The   announcements   above   boil   down   to   a   new   gateway   and   vendors  
agreeing   to   support   other   vendor’s   so�ware.   When   we   make   a   phone   call   across   the   PSTN,   we   don’t  
load   the   des�na�on’s   so�ware   client.   We   use   established   standards   for   a   seamless,   interoperabile  
experience.   

Final   Thoughts  
32. None   of   this   new   interoperability   (announced   in   November   2019)   is   actually   available   today.   
33. The   boundaries   between   video   and   voice   are   disappearing.   Long   ago,   voice   systems   did   not  

interoperate.   Today.   that   concept   is   ludicrous.   The   �me   has   come   for   interoperable   video.  
34. These   interoperable   announcements   are   curious.   What   changed   suddenly   for   three   of   the   largest  

enterprise   video   players   to   suddenly   priori�ze   interoperability?   Mo�va�on   can   only   be   speculated.   
a) Clearly,   partnering   benefits   customers   more   than   division.   
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b) Cisco   is   the   only   vendor   (of   these   three)   with   a   sizable   room   system   hardware   business   that  
could   flourish   as   a   result   of   this   interoperability.   

c) It’s   a   fairly   significant   move   for   Microso�   to   directly   integrate   with   any   other   video   vendor,   but  
Microso�   likely   does   not   consider   group   video   that   strategic.   Microso�’s   priority   is   more   likely  
on   apps   and   workflow.   As   stated   at   Ignite   2019:   “ Teams   is   to   the   new   Microso�   what   Windows  
was   to   the   old. ”   

d) Microso�   integra�ng   with   Zoom   may   have   been   in   the   spirit   of   openness   (rather   than  
exclusively   partner   with   Cisco).   However,   Poly   would   have   been   more   logical.   Poly   is   a   long-�me  
partner,   a   CVI   partner,   and   has   an   installed   base   of   room   systems.   Microso�   may   be   mo�vated  
to   break   up   the   coziness   between   Zoom   and   Slack.   Microso�   partnering   with   Zoom   facilitates   a  
Slack-to-MS-Teams   migra�on.   

e) Zoom   and   Cisco   Collabora�on   have   similar   compe��ve   profiles   (video,   voice,   and   messaging   —  
with   video   being   the   most   mature).   As   a   result,   they   seem   less   likely   to   integrate   their   products.   

35. The   ability   for   vendors   such   as   Cisco   and   Microso�   to   run   web   apps   on   their   room   systems   is   not  
new,   but   it   has   largely   been   untapped.   Microso�   Room   Systems   have   a   full   PC   within   them.   Cisco   has  
NVIDIA   processors.   Now   the   cat   is   out   of   the   bag,   and   we   should   expect   a   lot   more   web   apps   for  
room   systems,   including   apps   for   other   video   systems   (such   as   Poly   RealPresence)   as   well   as   new  
types   of   apps   such   as   digital   signage,   IoT,   and   security.   

36. Other   video   vendors   will   also   embrace   the   web   apps   concept.   Earlier   this   year,   Highfive,   a  
cloud-WebRTC   service,   launched   a   na�ve   video   concept   that   uses   the   URL   in   the   calendar   to   bypass  
video   gateways.   

37. This   is   a   big   milestone   in   video   interoperability,   and   it’s   one   that   should   help   the   vendors   involved.  
This   could   have   (should   have)   happened   years   ago.   Despite   all   the   rhetoric   of   openness,   there   is   very  
li�le   interop   in   collabora�on.   In   the   very   same   product   suites,   all   three   vendors   have  
non-interoperable   team   chat.   

38. It   will   be   interes�ng   to   see   if   Google   Hangouts   Meet   becomes   part   of   this   interoperable   party.  
Google   can   be   credited   for   making   it   easier   for   everyone   else   to   interoperate,   yet   its   own   service  
remains   an   island.   
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